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ABSTRACT. This survey paper discusses the links
between (1) research done by Amartya K. Sen on the social
rate of discount and (2) behavioural economics studies on
intertemporal and interpersonal choice. Sen’s idea on the
need to differentiate social rate of discount allowed to pave
the way further followed by behavioural economists who
do research on both (i) time (also known as delay or
temporal) discounting and (ii) social discounting.
Canonical works of Sen, Marglin, Tullock and Baumol on
social rate of discount and newer (even recent) behavioural
economics literature on choices made within time and
social distance horizon strongly complement each other.
As shown, the works of Sen considerably broadened the
standard approach (discounted utility model) to the
intergenerational choice as well as significantly affected
economic debate in that area for years to come. Brief
presentation of the discounted utility model and its
implications is a first research task of this paper. The
concise elaboration of research findings of (a) Sen and (b)
behavioural economists comprises two remaining research
tasks of this paper.
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Introduction
Since the issue of preserving the natural capital and the equitable sharing of it for
current and future generations is a matter of global concern (Sankar, 2011, p. 4),
governments worldwide are looking for a proper, sustainable management approach to the
commons (cf., e.g. the recent Paris Agreement that sets out a global action plan aiming at
avoiding dangerous climate change). It should be however noted that reaching
intergenerational equity demands first establishing a compromise of how we measure and
compare welfare of our and future generations. Simply put, all intergenerational equity
decisions can be traced back to the choice of social rate of discount (SRD).
The social rate of discount has been defined as the rate at which the society is willing
to postpone current consumption for more consumption in the (near or even far) future
(Marglin, 1963; Sen, 1967). The choice of SRD is a challenging task because it involves,
among others, an assessment of future benefits to be received by other people. Observe that
a choice of SRD concerns two dimensions: (i) the temporal dimension (future benefits) and
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(ii) the social distance dimension (benefits for others). Therefore, the economic discussion
related to the social rate of discount involves two types of discounting: (i) time (also known as
delay or temporal) discounting (see, e.g. Frederick et al., 2002) and (ii) social discounting
(see, e.g. Jones and Rachlin, 2006).
In the case of time discounting, decision makers value rewards available at various
moments in time (choices are made within a time horizon, hence the choice is intertemporal).
As regards social discounting, the choices made concern rewards to people occupying various
positions along the axis of social distance (choices are made within a social distance horizon,
hence the choice is interpersonal). Persons are distributed along the social distance axis
according to the criterion of diminishing proximity to the decision maker. The decision maker
occupies position no. 1, then there is the person closest to her (in this text decision makers are
in the feminine), whereas further along the axis there are people known to the decision maker
only by sight, and further on – strangers.
Observe that the intergenerational choice is entangled both in intertemporal and
interpersonal considerations. Obviously, this makes the choice being discussed particularly
complex and perplexing.
The aim of this paper is to, at least to some extent, disentangle the complexity of the
intergenerational problem by presenting important voices in the economic discussion on the
social rate of discount. This survey paper puts special emphasis on the contributions made by
Amartya K. Sen (section 2) in the development of theory of social rate of discount. As shown
in further sections, the works of Sen (1961, 1967, 1982) considerably broadened the standard
approach (discounted utility model, see section 1) to the topic as well as significantly affected
economic discussion in that area for years to come. Brief presentation of the discounted utility
model and its implications is a first research task of this paper. Sen’s research paved the way
that was later followed by behavioural economists studying (both individual and national)
differences in rates of discount as well as social conditions underlying the SRD selection
process (section 3). The concise elaboration of research findings of (i) Sen and (ii)
behavioural economists comprises two remaining research tasks of this paper.
The highly complex SRD-related issues can be organised by using the fundamental
descriptive dimensions of economic agent (cf. Figure 1). The basic dimensions distinguished
in the economic concept of man are (Hendrikse, 2003): decision maker’s degree of
rationality, behavioural orientation and willpower. In neoclassical economics humans are
believed to be fully rational (degree of rationality axis, cf. figure 1) and perfectly selfish
(behavioural orientation axis). Full rationality means that the ratio of decision maker’s
cognitive capacities to problem complexity always equals 1 (Hendrikse, 2003). Consequently,
a decision maker is able to immediately solve any problem and makes no mistakes. Bounded
rationality occurs when the ratio of decision maker’s cognitive capacities to problem
complexity is lower than 1 (Simon, 1961). Procedural rationality occurs when the ratio of
decision maker’s cognitive capacities to problem complexity is nearly zero (Hendrikse, 2003).
In such case, the decision-making environment becomes too complex, hence the agent resorts
to rigid, external procedures. Perfect selfishness should be in turn interpreted in the following
way: a man is always guided by self-interest (attempts to maximise own benefits, whilst
minimising costs) and always complies with obligations (does not lie or cheat; Hendrikse,
2003). The third attribute of a decision maker, as seen in neoclassical economics, is
unbounded willpower. This means that humans boast full (complete) self-control in the
temporal dimension. What follows from this assumption is attributing to a decision maker a
fixed rate of time (also delay or temporal) discounting (this means that for an agent, the
difference in value between today and tomorrow is proportional to the difference in value
between a year from now and a year plus one day from now). The discount function used to
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model such (for a fixed raate of timee discountin
ng) intertem
mporal behhaviour is then an
exponenntial functioon (Graczyk
k, 2009).
T
The issues related
r
to so
ocial rate o f discount mostly
m
pertaain to two ddimensions inherent
in the eeconomic cooncept of man,
m
i.e. beehavioural orientation
o
and
a willpow
wer. As it has
h been
mentionned, a choicce of SRD involves, aamong otherrs, an assesssment of fu
future beneffits to be
receivedd by other people. An
A assessmeent of deciision maker’s (time, ddelay or teemporal)
discounnting rate of future beenefits can bbe used to measure her
h willpow
wer (degree of selfcontrol)). On the othher hand, th
he (social) ddiscounting rate of futu
ure benefits gained by others
o
is
useful to assess thee decision maker’s
m
behhavioural orrientation (h
higher sociaal discountiing rates
are charracteristic of more selfiish people)..

ns
Figure 11. The econnomic conceept of man: fundamentaal dimension
Source: Own materrial based on Hendriks e (2003).
T
The topic of
o intergenerational chooice and disscounting has
h been debbated in economics
for manny years annd by many
y researcherrs (the topiic can be at least traceed back to seminal
works oof Cambridgge scholars – Pigou annd Ramsey, see, e.g. Raamsey, 19228). Therefo
ore fullyfledged presentatioon of all imp
portant arguuments in th
he topic is not
n possiblee to achievee in such
a brief paper. This seems however
h
a natural lim
mitation of a review article. Sou
urces of
referencces are journnal articles and books.
1. Discoounted Utillity Model
A
As already mentioned,, the topic oof discountiing has been
n debated fo
for many yeears in at
least thee followingg research fields:
f
(1) ddevelopmen
nt economiccs and the ttheory of economic
growth (Sen, 1961, 1967, 198
82; Marglin , 1963; Tulllock, 1964;; Lind, 19644; Harbergeer, 1969;
77; Lind, 19
982; Edwardds, 1985; Newbery,
N
Dasgupta et al., 19972; Sjaastaad and Wiseecarver, 197
1990; W
Warr and Wright,
W
1990
0; Arrow ett al., 2004)), (2) enviro
onmental annd natural resource
econom
mics (Philibeert, 1999; Pearce
P
et all., 2003; Hepburn
H
et al.,
a 2009) aand (3) beh
havioural
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economics (Jones and Rachlin, 2006, 2009; Rachlin and Jones, 2008; Ostaszewski and
Osiński, 2011; Osiński et al., 2015).
The standard economic model underlying scientific discussion in the first and second
of the aforementioned research fields is the discounted utility model (see, e.g. Gowdy et al.,
2013). In behavioural economics, this model is usually treated as a point of departure and,
further, as an object of scientific critique in studies focused on the intergenerational choice
(Frederick et al., 2002).
Discounted utility refers to the discounted value which results for the decision maker
from consumption of goods over time (Gowdy et al., 2013). Such interpretation of discounted
utility can be found in the canonical works of Cambridge scholars (Pigou and Ramsey, cf.,
e.g. Ramsey, 1928) as well as Paul Samuelson (1937). Within the framework of the
discounted utility model, the decision makers’ obligations towards future generations boil
down to choosing the optimal value of social rate of discount (see, e.g. Dasgupta and Heal,
1974). In the discounted utility model decision makers should strive to maximise the total
value of current and future (discounted) social welfare. The value of future welfare is usually
discounted with a fixed rate, the value of which reflects, among others, degree of society’s
patience, i.e. the degree of preference for short-term benefits with the simultaneous delay in
the corresponding costs (Gowdy et al., 2013).
The optimisation problem (continuous and for a single consumption good) in the
discounted utility model refers to maximising the value of social welfare as a function of time
(cf., e.g. Albrecht and Weber, 1995; Gowdy et al., 2013):

⎡ 1 ⎤
W (t ) = ∫ U [C (t )] ⎢
dt
t ⎥
+
r
(1
)
⎣
⎦

1.

W (t ) denotes social welfare as a function of time ( t ), U denotes immediate utility resulting
1
from consumption ( C ) of a given good, while
is the discount factor (for the discount
(1 + r )t
rate r ). In the standard approach (Ramsey, 1928; Cass, 1965; Koopmans, 1965; see also
Gowdy et al., 2013), discount rate r is the sum of pure rate of time preference ( ρ ) and the

product of the degree of curvature of the utility function (this degree defined as: θ =

u '' (c)c
)
u ' (c )

and the expected rate of economic growth ( g ):
r = ρ +θ g

2.

The pure rate of time preference is a measure of how much more desirable is consuming a
good now than consuming it in the future.
Equation 2 raises a few questions. First, with such a formulation of discount rate, an
assumption is made that the whole economy is a single decision maker (Gowdy et al., 2013).
Observe that formula 2 considers just one value of the rate of time preference characteristic of
an economy, which means that the economy is perceived as a single decision maker. Second,
determining ρ value is a problematic task1. According to Ramsey (1928), the rate of time
1

Works of Cole (2008), Quiggin (2008), Stern (2007) and Gowdy and others (2010) address in great detail the
worldwide discussion on the choice of the social rate of discount. The cited authors underline that there are no
purely economic justifications for the selection of a specific value of social discount rate (proposed justifications
often involve ethical and political judgments, as well as opinions based on natural sciences – ecology or
medicine).
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preference should be equal zero (Ramsey would refer to any other choice of the rate of time
preference as “telescopic myopia”). However, empirical studies show that decision makers
tend to select various rates of discount depending on their income levels (Hausman, 1979),
consumption good characteristics (Train, 1985), own intelligence (Osiński et al., 2014) or the
adopted cognitive perspective (Gowdy et al., 2013).
The choice of proper rate of discount seems even more difficult in the case of longterm (and long-lasting) environmental concerns – loss of biodiversity and climate change
(Carson and Roth Tran, 2009; Gowdy, 1997; Gowdy et al., 2013). If the usually suggested
(cf., Philibert, 1998) values of discount rate (5% – 10%) are applied in the cost-benefit
analyses, the results of such studies will attribute a negligible current cost to a likely future
environmental crisis (Philibert, 1998). As a result, limiting consumption today seems
groundless. On the other hand, if sufficiently low (substantially lower than usually suggested)
values of discount rate are applied, the results will suggest a considerable need to limit current
consumption (which means saving much more for the sake of future, possibly better-off
generations, see Philibert, 1998). And so, both solutions seem flawed.
What is worse, long-term environmental concerns are affected by the so-called
isolation paradox. The isolation paradox (Sen, 1967) is a straight-forward extension of the
prisoner’s dilemma (isolation paradox is a N-players game, whilst the prisoner’s dilemma is a
2-players game, for details, see section 2). As far as climate change is concerned, isolation
paradox can be characterised as follows (Philibert, 1998). Decision makers perceiving climate
change as a threat may wish to protect future generations, e.g. through reducing consumption
now. However, decision makers tend to believe that an individual effort would make a very
limited impact on climate change (Philibert, 1998). For instance, in the context of
international climate negotiations, it is believed that none of the participating states has a
great enough share in global greenhouse gas emission to hope for a direct return through
reducing it (Philibert, 1998). Each of the states expects to avoid introducing reductions, whilst
hoping that the remaining participants will, in fact, cut down their emissions. The incentive
structure of this decision problem is conducive to achieving non-optimal results from the
point of view of participating states perceived as a community.
The discounted utility model offers a precise and straight-forward description of the
discounting problem. Fully rational decision makers select the optimal value of discount rate
– ready for being used in calculations of discounted value of various social investments
(Gruber, 2007; Gowdy et al., 2013). However, the critics of the discounted utility model like
to stress that introducing into the model positive value of rate of time preference is completely
unjustified, as “well-being of certain people should not be valued lower just because those
people live in a different time” (Gowdy et al., 2013, S100; see also Ramsey, 1928; Philibert,
2006). As a result of adopting positive value of rate of time preference, social rates of
discount may be consistently overestimated. In the view of many critics of the discounted
utility model (see, e.g. Gowdy et al., 2013), it is also erroneous to assume that due to a
positive wealth effect (resulting from economic growth), future generations will be better off
than current ones. Philibert (2006) argues that future generations may have to cover
considerably higher environmental costs than current ones. Moreover, the future beneficiaries
of today’s social investments undertaken by investors from developed countries may be
residents of developing countries. Finally, one should be aware of the fact that numerous
empirical studies point to the difficulty encountered by decision makers in retaining selfcontrol in the temporal horizon (see, e.g. Rachlin and Jones, 2008; Zielonka et al., 2009;
Osiński and Karbowski, 2015). This means that decision makers in their valuations prioritise
excessively the importance of near future, depreciating more distant events (hence, hyperbolic
discounting occurs). As a result, attributing to decision makers just one value of social rate of
discount seems groundless. In the technical sense, valuations made by decision makers who
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attach eexcessive importance to the neaar future can be mod
delled by hhyperbolic discount
functionn (Graczyk,, 2009). Th
he hyperbollic model iss characterised by a hi
high fit to empirical
e
data (seee, e.g. Loew
wenstein an
nd Prelec, 19992; Osińsk
ki and Karbo
owski, 20155).
B
Because of the aforementioned re asons, the values
v
of so
ocial rate off discount ap
pplied in
the disccounted utiliity model may
m be very dissimilar to
t the actuaal valuationss made by members
m
of a givven society.
2. Sen’ss Contributtion
T
The choicee of SRD is a challeenging task because itt involves, among otthers, an
assessm
ment of futurre benefits to
t be receivved by otherr people. On
ne should nnotice that economic
discussiion on the social ratee of discouunt is heav
vily entangled in the problem of
o social
interdeppendence, which
w
makees the proccess of seleecting the proper
p
valuue of sociall rate of
discounnt even morre controveersial. The explanation
n of the afforementionned issue of
o social
interdeppendence caan be found
d in the sem
minal work
ks of Amarttya K. Sen (1961, 196
67). This
topic is covered in detail in thee next subheeading.
2.1. Isollation Paraadox and Asssurance Prroblem
S
Sen (1967) distinguish
hes two, offten confused, cases of
o social innterdependen
nce (see
also Senn, 1961; Marglin,
M
1963; Tullock, 1964; Bau
umol, 1952)) discussed in literaturre on the
social raate of discount, i.e. isollation paraddox and assu
urance prob
blem.
S
Sen (1967) defines thee isolation paradox ass a N-players game inn which eacch of the
players has to choose one of the two avvailable straategies that can be connventionally
y named
“cooperrative strateegy” and “ccompetitive strategy”. The structu
ure of payooffs is such that (1)
each off the playerss will be beetter off if sshe selects the
t competitive strateggy over coo
operative
one (reggardless of choices maade by otheer players), and (2) eaach player w
will be bettter off if
cooperaative strateggy is selecteed by all pllayers than when all of
o them sellect the com
mpetitive
strategyy. Consequeently, the ressult in whicch competitiion is selectted by all pllayers is nott Paretooptimal and cooperrative strateegy remainss strictly dom
minated. Fo
or N=2 the iisolation paaradox is
simply tthe prisonerr’s dilemmaa.
T
The followiing figure allows to illuustrate the strategic
s
cho
oice in prisooner’s dilem
mma.

Figure 11. Prisoner’s dilemma
Source: Own materrial.
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T
The payofffs are represented in thhe figure by
b subsequeent Latin allphabet lettters. The
followinng inequaliity holds for
f the priisoner’s dillemma to be valid: b > a > d > c (and
a > (c + b) / 2 for thhe iterative version).
W
When bothh players co
ooperate, booth of them
m receive payoffs amoounting to a.
a When
player 1 decides too cooperatee and playerr 2 to comp
pete, the paayoff of plaayer 1 amou
unts to c
(which is the loweest in the gaame), whilee the payofff of player 2 is equal b (the higheest in the
game). The payofffs are symm
metrical wheen player 1 competes, an player 2 cooperates. Under
ff of player 1 is b, and of player 2 – c. If botth players decide
d
to
such cirrcumstancess the payoff
competee, both of thhem receivee payoffs am
mounting to d.
S
Such structuure of payoffs producees strong ind
dividual inccentives to ccompete. Th
herefore,
rational and selfishh players sh
hould decidee to compette to maxim
mise their prrivate benefits. The
set of sttrategies (Competition,, Competitioon) is the only Nash eq
quilibrium iin pure strattegies of
this gam
me.
A
An interestiing point to
o notice herre is the con
nflict betweeen players ’ private an
nd social
interestss. If the plaayers behav
ve in rationaal and selfissh manner (both comppete), their resultant
r
payoffs will in factt be lower than in the ccase of muttual cooperaation. What is then dessirable in
the prisooner’s dilem
mma for an individual iis undesirab
ble for playeers treated aas a commu
unity.
A game sim
milar to thee isolation pparadox is the one thaat Sen (19667) refers to
t as the
assurancce problem
m. The condition (2) off the isolatio
on paradox is the sam
me for the assurance
problem
m. What is different iss condition (1). Underr special ciircumstancees of the assurance
problem
m, when all players
p
except for playyer i select cooperativee strategies,, also the i-tth player
prefers it. In all other casess, i-th playyer prefers the compeetitive strattegy. For N=2
N
the
assurancce problem is simply th
he assurancce game.
T
The assurannce game is
i consideraably more cooperative
c
e in nature than the prrisoner’s
dilemm
ma. The folloowing inequ
uality holdss for the asssurance gam
me to be vvalid: a > b > c (see
Figure 2). Please note
n
that un
nlike the prrisoner’s diilemma, in the assurannce game tw
wo Nash
on (Pareto ooptimal) orr mutual
equilibrria in pure strategies (consisting of mutual cooperatio
competiition) can be
b found. Confer
C
that iin prisoner’’s dilemma,, the only N
Nash equilib
brium in
pure strrategies is mutual co
ompetition and, what is more, competitivee strategy itself is
considered to be the
t dominan
nt strategy (competitio
on leads to higher payyoffs, regarrdless of
other ddecision maker’s
m
cho
oices). In assurance game therre is no ddominant strategy.
Compettition is preeferred when
n the other player selects the com
mpetitive strrategy. On the
t other
hand, w
when the othher player op
pts for coopperation, it becomes
b
thee preferred ooption.

Figure 22. Assurancce game
Source: Own materrial.
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B
By referringg to Grzelak
k’s theory oof social vallue orientatiion (2009), various gam
mes may
be classsified alongg the “comp
petition – coooperation”” axis (from
m the least tto most coo
operative
games).. The gamess discussed by Sen (19967) can bee then classiified in the following way
w (see
Figure 33).

Figure 33. Isolation paradox an
nd the assurrance probleem in the liight of sociial value oriientation
theory
Source: Own materrial.
IIn 1952 William
W
Bau
umol elaborrated upon the intergeenerational choice as follows:
neither private inteerest nor alltruism (exccept if (s)hee has groun
nds for assuurance that others,
too, willl act in a manner
m
desig
gned to proomote the future
fu
welfarre of the coommunity; Philibert,
P
1998, 22, bold fontt added) can
n compel a rational decision
d
mak
ker to inveest to the beenefit of
future ggenerations, and particu
ularly of geenerations liiving in thee far distantt future, to a degree
that is aappropriate from the point
p
of vieew of the society
s
as a whole (Phhilibert, 199
98). One
should nnotice that such formu
ulation of thhe intergeneerational ch
hoice is closser to the assurance
problem
m than the isolation parradox. A sim
milar appro
oach can bee found in thhe work off Tullock
(1964, pp. 331) in which
w
the in
ntergeneratioonal probleem is seen as
a interdepeendence of transfers
t
from vaarious beneefactors in case of w
which a deccision makker would bbe willing to offer
somethiing to anothher memberr of the sociiety if she knew
k
other people
p
wouuld do it eveen if she
did not offer anytthing. The reservation “if she kn
new” made by Tullock
ck indicatess that he
considered the inteergeneration
nal choice too be the casee of assuran
nce problem
m.
IIn contrast, for Sen (1961, 1967) and Margllin (1963) in
ntergeneratiional choice should
be moddelled ratherr by the iso
olation paraadox than the
t assurance problem
m. And so, in Sen’s
work (11967, p. 1155) we read:: in our casse an indiviidual will not
n do the ssaving even
n if (s)he
knew that others were
w
doing so
o.
S
Sen exempllifies his reeasoning in the work from
f
1961 (see
(
also Phhilibert, 199
98). The
remaindder of this section
s
coveers that exam
mple. A decision makeer must thenn choose beetween a
consum
mption unit now
n
and th
hree consum
mption unitss in 20 yearrs. Howeverr, a decisio
on maker
knows tthat she willl be dead in
i 20 years.. While the decision maker
m
cares about a pro
osperous
life of ffuture generrations, certtainly she dooes not caree enough ab
bout it to saacrifice a un
nit of her
current consumptioon for threee consumpttion units fo
or a generaation living 20 years laater. For
o consume tthat unit to
oday. Then another perrson (say person x)
this reason, she wiill prefer to
comes aalong and innforms the decision m
maker that iff she saves that unit, pperson x will do the
same (ssave a respeective unit).. If the deciision makerr changes her
h mind annd opts for saving a
given unnit, the bennefits of the future geneeration mig
ght be much
h greater thaan those considered
thus farr (possible benefits
b
of future geneeration resu
ulting from another perrson’s offerr amount
to 6 connsumption units
u
in 20 years
y
for savving one un
nit today).
O
Observe thaat the decisiion will at tthe end dep
pend on the social rate of discountt that the
decisionn maker appplies. Obserrve further tthat in fact we are disccussing heree two sociall rates of
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discount – (1) one makes it possible to determine a subjective value of a consumption unit for
the decision maker if that unit is consumed by another person living now, (2) the other
facilitates determining a subjective value of a consumption unit for a decision maker if that
unit is consumed by a representative of the following generation. For instance, a decision
maker may evaluate each consumption unit of the following generation to be worth 0.3 of the
current consumption unit; moreover, she may evaluate each consumption unit of other
members of the society to be worth 0.7 of the consumption unit for herself. For these
numerical values, the decision maker will evaluate the social benefits of saving a consumption
unit to be worth 1.8 of current consumption unit (6 times 0.3), and social costs – 1.7 (she
gives up on the current consumption unit + other person does the same for a unit worth 0.7 of
the decision maker’s consumption unit). However, it should be borne in mind that if a
decision maker acts in isolation (hence, she does not take into account other person’s offer),
social benefits would be equal 0.9 (3 times 0.3 of the current consumption unit), with social
costs being equal 1 (as a result of abandoning own consumption).
According to Sen (1967) and Marglin (1963) the latter is the result to be expected in
the context of intergenerational choice. The reasons for that as follows. First of all, offers
made by others (like in the example above) are rare. Secondly, such offers often remain
unexecuted (e.g. due to lack of proper enforcement mechanism). Finally, one should bear in
mind that in the example above the decision maker obtains the best result when she consumes
today the unit herself, while others commit themselves to saving.
Consequently, in the view of Sen (1961, 1967) and Marglin (1963), the pertinent
model of intergenerational choice is the isolation paradox and not the assurance problem.
3. Findings of Behavioural Economics
In the previous sections (i) the discounted utility model (as a standard tool used by
economists to study intergenerational choice) as well as (ii) Sen’s concepts that further
explore the issues of social rate of discount were discussed. Unlike the case of discounted
utility model (as it has been already mentioned, the discounted utility model considers just
one and fixed rate of discount; moreover, that model is aggregative in nature and do not allow
for social interdependence in the economy), Sen’s concept allows differentiated rates of
discount (e.g. decision makers may differ in terms of discounting rates over time and across
social distance, what is more, decision makers select various values of discount rate for the
consumption by current and future generations). Sen also embeds the process of discount rate
selection in a social context (social interdependence considerations).
Sen’s view of intergenerational choice seems more realistic than the standard
approach, though undoubtedly makes the economic theory of intergenerational choice less
mathematically tractable (Gowdy, 2004). Sen (1961, 1967), not being himself a behavioural
economist, paved the way followed by other scholars (later known as behavioural economists)
who studied both intertemporal (research on time discounting, cf., e.g. Thaler, 1981; Kirby
and Herrnstein, 1995; Laibson, 1997; Frederick et al., 2002) and interpersonal choice
(research on social discounting, cf., e.g. Jones and Rachlin, 2006, 2009; Rachlin and Jones,
2008; Ostaszewski and Osiński, 2011; Gowdy et al., 2013; Osiński et al., 2015).
Numerous empirical studies in the field of behavioural economics point to the
interpersonal differentiation of discount rates (Urminsky and Zauberman, 2015; Delton and
Robertson, 2015). Large sample studies (Reimers et al., 2009, N=42,863; Warner and Pleeter,
2001, N=55,000) have shown that discounting rates are much higher in the case of younger,
less educated and lower earning people. Shamosh and Gray (2007) observed that people with
a lower IQ level exhibit higher temporal discounting rates (what means that such people seem
less patient). Persons exhibiting lower temporal discounting rates tend to achieve better
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grades (Kirby et al., 2005; Lee et al., 2012) as well as better results in standardised school
tests (Benjamin et al., 2013). The differences in temporal discounting have also been noticed
between societies living in different states and nationalities (Poulos and Whittington, 2000;
Castillo et al., 2011).
Empirical (mostly experimental) research has also demonstrated variability of
temporal discounting rates for an individual decision maker (see, e.g. Loewenstein and Prelec,
1992; Laibson, 1997). The discounting rate over time can be measured by determining one’s
preferences in choices between (usually monetary) rewards – (i) a smaller, sooner and (ii) a
larger, more delayed (Urminsky and Zauberman, 2015). A delay in receiving any of the
rewards by the same amount of time strengthens one’s self-control, namely the choice of a
larger reward that would be received later (Rachlin and Green, 1972; Hyten et al., 1994;
Osiński and Karbowski, 2015). For instance, in the case of an alternative “PLN 50 today or
PLN 100 tomorrow” in comparison to an alternative “PLN 50 in a year or PLN 100 in a year
plus one day”, the probability of selecting PLN 100 is higher in the latter proposal. What is
more, a decision maker may simultaneously opt for “PLN 50 today” against “PLN 100
tomorrow” and “PLN 100 in a year plus one day” against “PLN 50 in a year”. This
phenomenon, being an example of decision maker’s preference inconsistency, has been
named in literature (see, e.g. Osiński i Karbowski, 2015) a preference reversal. The reason
behind a preference reversal is the fact that for the same decision maker the values of
temporal discounting rate are higher in the case of short delays (periods closer to present day)
than the long ones. In the technical sense, such intertemporal valuations can be modelled by
the hyperbolic discounting function (Laibson, 1997; Gowdy et al., 2013).
Empirical studies have also pointed to differentiation in social discounting rates
(Delton and Robertson, 2015). Persons with lower social discounting rates are more likely to
choose cooperative strategy in games based on conflict of private and social interest
(prisoner’s dilemma, public goods game, see, e.g. Jones and Rachlin, 2009; Safin et al., 2013;
Locey et al., 2013). The social discounting rate is also negatively correlated with decision
maker’s fluid intelligence (Osiński et al., 2014) and agreeableness (Osiński, 2009; Kirkpatrick
et al., 2015), whereas it is positively correlated with decision maker’s level of neuroticism
(Osiński, 2009).
Moreover, experimental research shows that in social discounting the preference
reversal is also observable (Osiński et al., 2015). In the quoted study the participants were
asked to think of a list of 100 persons ranked according to the social distance (the first on the
list is the person closest to the participant, while the last one is someone (s)he knows only by
sight), and then the participants decided between a monetary reward for themselves and the
reward for persons occupying specific positions on the list. Researchers expected that moving
a pair of beneficiaries (occupying different positions along the social distance axis) by the
same distance will enhance the relative attractiveness of the reward for the more distant
people. This expectation can be illustrated with the following proposals: “PLN 50 for myself
or PLN 100 for person no. 1 on the list” versus “PLN 50 for person no. 10 or PLN 100 for
person no. 11”. The likelihood of selecting PLN 100 should be higher in the case of the
second proposal. The decision maker may simultaneously prefer “PLN 50 for myself” to
“PLN 100 for person no. 1 on the list” and “PLN 100 for person no. 11” to “PLN 50 for
person no. 10”. Such results (indicating a preference reversal in social discounting) were in
fact obtained by Osiński and others (2015). Clearly, in the technical sense, such social
valuations can be modelled by the hyperbolic discounting function (cf. Rachlin and Jones,
2008; Osiński and Karbowski, 2015).
Sen’s concept, apart from allowing for differentiated rates of discount, also
“socialises” the process of discount rate selection by pointing at social controversies related to
that selection and showing how entangled this selection is in strategic interdependence. Also
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the latter contribution was further developed in subsequent publications on the topic (see, e.g.
Chichilnisky, 1996; Li and Löfgren, 2000; Pearce et al., 2003).
Works of Chichilnisky (1996) and Li and Löfgren (2000) demonstrate that hyperbolic
discounting may be a result of social contract under which the current generations in their
actions must take into account future generations’ well-being (see also Pearce et al., 2003).
This is to prevent dictatorship (sic!) of one generation over another (Pearce et al., 2003).
Chichilnisky (1996) considers a scenario in which current decision makers use a
mixed strategy: (1) maximisation of discounted value of net benefits and (2) the sustainability
strategy emphasising future generations’ well-being.
Li and Löfgren (2000) consider in turn a simplified scenario in which the society is
composed of two persons only – the utilitarian and conservationist. Those persons
individually decide on temporal allocation of available resources. Decision makers differ in
terms of discount rate values towards the future utility of consumption: the utilitarian exhibits
higher values of discount rate than the conservationist. In such a case, hyperbolic discounting
may result from the two facts: (1) existence of different values of the social rate of discount in
the society and (2) different weights ascribed to the utilitarian and the conservationist in the
social decision-making process. If, due to political competition, the value of social rate of
discount shifts towards the rate applied by the utilitarian, the discount function becomes
hyperbolic in nature.
Clearly, all behavioural studies being discussed support Sen’s concept that, first,
allows differentiated rates of discount (e.g. decision makers may differ in terms of
discounting rates over time and across social distance, what is more, decision makers select
various values of discount rate for the consumption by current and future generations), and
second, embeds the process of discount rate selection in a social context (social
interdependence considerations). Using Lakatosian (1977) terms, we may then coin the
hypothesis that Sen’s concept of the social rate of discount turned out to be a progressive
research program.
Conclusions
As regards economic discussion on the social rate of discount, Sen (1961, 1967, 1982)
first focused on rigorous theoretical propositions of Cambridge scholars (works of Ramsey
and Pigou from the early 1920s) and Paul Samuelson (1937), but then greatly extended their
ideas.
From the later Sen’s contributions to the topic the following (among others) can be
deduced: (i) the need to differentiate social rate of discount (today, thanks to research in
behavioural economics we know that decision makers really differ in terms of discounting
rates over time and across the social distance, what is more, decision makers attach different
values of discount rates to the consumption by current and future generations) and (ii) the
importance of social context within which the value of discount rate is selected (cf. Sen’s
considerations to social interdependence).
At the end, it is worth noticing that Sen’s ideas allowed to pave the way followed by
other economic scholars (including behavioural economists) who continue the strand of
research discussed in section 2 by working on both (i) intertemporal (Thaler, 1981; Kirby and
Herrnstein, 1995; Laibson, 1997; Frederick et al., 2002) and (ii) interpersonal choice (Jones
and Rachlin, 2006, 2009; Rachlin and Jones, 2008; Ostaszewski and Osiński, 2011; Gowdy et
al., 2013; Osiński et al., 2015).
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